
Year 9 Topic Overview – Tennis 

Know it! 

 Knowledge  Date 

 
I have continued to develop my forehand and backhand groundstrokes.  

 
I can rally confidently from mid court.  

 
I am working towards baseline rallies.  

 
I can demonstrate overarm serve techniques.  

 
I know how to return a serve and suggest ways to improve my return if it is 

needed. 

 

 
I am able to help my partner to improve their position in a doubles game.  

 
I can suggest doubles tactics that might work in a game.  

 
I can score and umpire singles and doubles games correctly.  

 
I compete in and inspire others to compete in both singles and doubles 
tournaments. 

 

 

Prove it! 

Head  

Feedback 

I can identify problems with technique and can apply teaching points 
to correct these mistakes. 

 

Heart  

Resilience 

I often inspire others to participate and progress in sporting activity.  

Hands  

Technique 

I can demonstrate with consistency accuracy and success a range of 

appropriate skills, techniques and tactics in challenging activities. 

 

 

Link it! 

I can transfer skills and understanding from Tennis to other net/wall activities. 

I can transfer aspects of Feedback, Resilience and Technique development from one activity to 
another. 

Resilience is a Pilton School Value. 

I am aware of further opportunities to be physically involved in tennis outside of lessons. 

 

Say it! 

Vocabulary 

Groundstrokes My ground strokes are now low over the net. 

Baseline I hope to eventually serve from the baseline. 

Rally I rally with my partner to warm up. 

Overarm I can now serve overarm. 

Return When my opponent serves I will try to return it. 

Doubles A doubles game is 2v2. 

Tactic A good tactic is to hit the ball into the most space. 

Umpire The person who keeps score is the umpire. 

Feedback I help my partner improve by watching and giving feedback. 

Resilience When I am struggling to learn a new skill I must be resilient and not give up. 

Technique When I am about to hit the ball, I think about the technique I am going to 

use. 

 


